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About Me
● Training Engineer for SUSE Linux
● Board Member for B8MB
● Volunteer for Tor Project
● All around nerd



  

What is Usenet?
Usenet is a worldwide distributed discussion 
network. 

It is the original long-form messaging system 
that predates the Internet as we know it.



  

What is Usenet?
"Usenet is like a herd of performing elephants with 
diarrhea. Massive, difficult to redirect, awe-inspiring, 
entertaining, and a source of mind-boggling 
amounts of excrement when you least expect it."

— Gene Spafford, 1992



  

How does it work?
Users read and send articles (messages) on a 
News server. That server exchanges articles 
with other News servers in the network. The 
collection of servers is known as the Usenet.



  

Benefits of Usenet
● Open
● Decentralized
● Simplicity

● Owned by no one
● Resilient
● Resistant to 

censorship



  

Organization
Usenet is organized into Newsgroups. Each group is 
generally a topic for discussion for that group.

Newsgroups are organized into hierarchies.

alt.bitcoins is in the alt.* hierarchy

sci.crypt is in the sci.* hiearchy



  

comp.* sci.*

misc.* soc.*

news.* talk.*

rec.* humanities.*

The Usenet Big-8



  

The Big-8 Management Board
● Creates well-named, well-used newsgroups in 

the Big-8 Usenet hierarchies
● Makes necessary adjustments to existing groups
● Removes groups that are not well-used
● Assists and encourages the support of a 

canonical Big-8 newsgroup list by Usenet sites



  

A Little History...
In 1980…

There was no internet 

The was only the ARPANET and few had access



  

It was commonly accepted at the time that 
to join the ARPANET took political 

connections and $100,000.



  

Better than email
Email had been around for years before Usenet, 
but it was limited to the people using the same 
computer

There was no way to directly talk to people 
outside with the ARPANET



  



  

https://today.duke.edu/2010/05/usenet.html https://www.cs.unc.edu/History/EarlyAdulthood.html



  

The Rise and Fall of the Usenet



  

The beginning
Year Sites (approx) Articles/Day (average)
1979 3 2
1980 15 10
1981 150 20
1982 400 50
1983 600 120
1984 900 225
1985 1300 375
1986 2500 500
1987 5000 1000
1988 11000 1800

“Managing Usenet” David Lawrence 



  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usenet



  

ds

https://mappa.mundi.net/maps/maps_021/index.html



  

The Eternal September



  



  



  



  



  



  

Spam



  
http://usenet.ee/maps/graph3-n-20200402.png



  

Back from the Dead?



  

Dead Board
Sometime in 2014, all of the members of the 
Big-8 Management board stepped down or 
had their memberships lapse without 
anyone to take up the mantle



  

Dead Board
Without the Big-8 board, no new newsgroups 
could be created, old ones could not be 
removed, and changes could not be made to 
existing newsgroups.



  

Dead Board
Groups that had once been moderated were 
now completely silent without a moderator.

It looked like the death of much of the 
Usenet was finally at hand.



  

A Thread from Reddit



  

A Glimmer of Hope
Shortly after contacting former board 
members, we were asked by them if we 
could tell a little about ourselves with the 
goal of taking over the board.



  

My Goals for the B8MB
● See the B8MB staffed with active volunteers.
● Make contacts with current Usenet providers to ensure that 

the canonical list of Big-8 newsgroups is observed and used.
● Begin accepting RFD's for new newsgroups. Growth is life!
● Begin auditing unused, outdated newsgroups
● Make contacts with journalists, YouTubers, and others in the 

IT world to get the word out that Usenet is in fact alive and 
well and to drive new users to it.



  

Handing over the Keys



  

Work...
Over the next few weeks, I set up a new web 
and mail server for our own needs.

And then the web server where the website had 
been hosted crashed before we were able to 
access it.



  

Waiting



  

Another Member



  

Progress and Successes



  

Why



  

Questions to be Answered
Why are we doing this?

Does anyone even care about Usenet anymore?

Should anyone care?



  

Why are we doing this?



  

Does anyone even care about Usenet 
anymore?



  

Should anyone care?



  

The Future
● Spread the word
● Keep on being a normal and stable board



  

Stories from the Usenet



  

A Grad Student in Finland



  

a (free) operating system
I'm doing a (free) operating system (just a hobby, won't be big and

professional like gnu) for 386(486) AT clones.  

… 

I've currently ported bash(1.08) and gcc(1.40), and things seem to 
work.

This implies that I'll get something practical within a few months, 
and I'd like to know what features most people would want.  Any 
suggestions are welcome, but I won't promise I'll implement them :-)



  

As most of you know, for me MINIX is a hobby, something that 
I do in the evening when I get bored writing books and there 
are no major wars, revolutions, or senate hearings being 
televised live on CNN.  My real job is a professor and 
researcher in the area of operating systems.

As a result of my occupation, I think I know a bit about 
where operating are going in the next decade or so. 

Subject: LINUX is obsolete



  

Do you pine for the nice days of minix-1.1, when men were men and wrote

their own device drivers? Are you without a nice project and just dying

to cut your teeth on a OS you can try to modify for your needs? Are you

finding it frustrating when everything works on minix? No more all-

nighters to get a nifty program working? Then this post might be just

for you :-)

Advertisement



  

Kremvax
From Russian with Love



  

Well, today, 840401, this is at last the Socialist 
Union of Soviet Republics joining the Usenet 
network and saying hallo to everybody.

-- 

K. Chernenko, Moscow, USSR



  

This isn't funny. I hope you get so much mail 
in response to this that you're reading it for a 
week straight. F**k you.



  

get out of our network!!!



  

If your net contact is used as another 
channel for government-authored 
propaganda, not too many of us will be 
interested in reading your messages.



  

Wow!

Is this for real? Honest-to-god Russia? Gee. I 
never thought that I'd see it. Does this imply 
that Unix is behind the Iron curtain?



  

I want to voice my support of those who feel 
that the "April Fool's" joke about the USSR 
on the USENET was bad form. Particularly 
when it appeared in what many of us had 
come to rely on as the authoritative source 
for nuews about the network.



  

Welcome! [From an isolated CIA outpost]



  

Does anyone seriously doubt that Chernenko, 
who has no expertise in foreign policy, and 
probably can't speak, let alone write, in another 
language, would post something to the net? That 
joke was in good taste. Anyone who feels taken in 
by that joke should ask him/herself why the net 
is so central to his/her life.



  

Cypherpunks



  

Untraceable Digital Cash
A copy of my paper "Untraceable Digital Cash, Information 
Markets, and BlackNet is now at this  URL:  
www.law.miami.edu/~froomkin/articles/tcmay.htm

This is my position paper for the panel discussion 
"Governmental and Social Implications of Digital Money" at 
the upcoming Computers, Freedom, and Privacy (CFP) 
Conference in San Francisco, March 11-14, 1997.



  

This paper summarizes several of the ideas I often focus on. 
A much longer version of this paper is slated to appear later 
this year in the new Vernor Vinge re-issue of "True Names." 
My paper, "True Nyms and Crypto Anarchy," deals with the 
issues of pseudonyms, digital money, and crypto anarchy at

length.

–Tim May 



  

Communities
The point is this: communities are islands 
which cause their members to adapt their 
own interests to the dominant interests, or to 
change those interests through 
argumentation.

– Tim May



  

Anarchy
So, what can be meant by saying the Cypherpunks 
list was an "anarchy"? What most of us meant, 
surely, was that there was no leadership save that 
of leading through one's words. No ruling board of 
directors, no elections, no voting process, no "top." 
("no top," "no arch," anarchy)

--Tim May



  

alt.tasteless vs
rec.pets.cats



  

I have two cats - Sootikin (Sooti for short) a 2-year old 
female, and Choad.

Choad (stupid name) is a neutered tom who was 
dumped on me by my scumbag ex-roommate (he had 
been given it by one of the two women he was dating 
at the time).



  

I'm not what you would call a real studly type guy (although I have 
a lot of women friends), so when I date it's really important to me. 
Anyway, Sooti goes into heat something fierce (sometimes it 
seems like it's two weeks on, two weeks off). I had a date a while 
back, when she was really bad. Yowling and presenting all the time 
- not the most auspicious setting for a date. While dinner was 
cooking, I tried to stimulate her vagina with a Q-tip because I had 
heard that one can induce ovulation that way. My date came into 
the bathroom while I was doing this, and needless to say I don't 
think she bought my explanation. The date was a very icy 
experience after that.



  

Choad's problem is that he has really stinky shits (paint peelers).

During my most recent date - I don't know if this was a jealousy thing - 
he shit in the bathtub. I live in a loft, and the bathroom is open for 
ventilation, so in a few seconds we were gasping for air. Another date 
ruined, I'm getting desperate.

What should I do. I love my cats, so I don't want to get rid of them, but 
I can't go on like this any more. It's my love life, or them. Please help!!!

Moby



  

"A lot of people don't understand how pet 
owners feel about their pets." 

"Suppose someone went around in a park 
putting up posters of your kid getting 
mutilated. This is what it was like." (1994)



  

Special thanks to
● Tristan Miller
● Rayner Lucas
● Todd M. McComb
● r/Usenet

● Steven Bellovin
● Kathy Morgan
● Bill Horne



  

Free and Bitcoin Providers

https://www.eternal-september.org 
https://www.blocknews.net/ 



  
Template original:
https://github.com/openSUSE/artwork

Big-8 Management Group

https://www.big-8.org
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